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Abstract 

Mental Weather Influence, defined as the attempt to influence weather using solely mental intentions 

or states of consciousness, has not been studied scientifically despite the practice being prominent in 

many cultures over thousands of years.  Small effect sizes of human precognitive and psychokinetic 

effects have been fairly rigorously demonstrated in laboratory settings, and the question now turns to 

what the physical mechanisms behind these phenomena are and how they can be applied to real-world 

situations.  This paper argues that the earth’s atmosphere may be an excellent tool for advancing our 

knowledge of consciousness, and in turn, looking for possible effects the mind can have on weather 

systems may close some gaps in our understanding about the physics of the atmosphere.  A multitude of 

experiments are proposed that would be in keeping with common spiritual practices, which will be 

important for obtaining participants.  Many of the proposed experiments can be done with little 

monetary expense. 

 

 

Note: This paper is intended for meteorologists and non-meteorologists alike.  Some technical 

terminology and figures will be included in section 2, but the implications of the analysis will be summed 

up for the general audience.  Elsewhere, meteorological concepts will be explained in basic scientific 

terminology. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



1. Introduction 

Human attempts to influence the weather can take a variety of forms.  Today, the term weather 

influence to most meteorologists may be synonymous with the term weather modification, which 

implies some form of physical intervention with atmospheric processes.  However, throughout global 

history, many groups of people have been known to attempt weather influence using solely mental 

intentions (henceforth MWI – mental weather influence).  Many examples of this can be seen in Native 

American Tribes, where communicating with “weather spirits” has been an important part of their 

culture.  As ancient civilizations lacked a thorough understanding of how the atmosphere works 

mechanically, many would consider these practices delusional.  We can perhaps modify short-term 

weather by modifying cloud condensation nuclei directly, and certainly climate can be changed by our 

actions, but entertaining the possibility of MWI being real would require a dramatic paradigm shift in 

science. 

One common viewpoint is that the entire class of phenomena known as psi1 (which would include MWI) 

essentially conflicts with the known laws of physics.  Some prominent skeptics, such as Richard 

Wiseman, have admitted that the evidence for certain psi phenomena would be considered proven by 

normal standards in science, but based on the nature of the claims about psi, more evidence would be 

required to accept them since it would require overturning the existing paradigm (“Skeptic Agrees” 

2009).  Some others simply may be unaware of the degree of evidence found in laboratory experiments.  

The Institute of Noetic Sciences (IONS) maintains a list of peer-reviewed publications on the topic here: 

http://noetic.org/research/psi-research.  Many of these are double-blinded experiments with 

significance levels on the order of 10-6 or less. 

Contrary to popular belief and skeptical accusation, parapsychologists generally do not speculate that 

the mechanism of psi phenomena is supernatural.  Rather, they are assumed to be natural parts of the 

universe that are only unexplainable with currently known physics.  This needless categorization of 

phenomena into the “natural” and “supernatural” may subconsciously cause some skeptics to 

overestimate the level of implausibility certain phenomena have.  In Dean Radin’s book Supernormal, a 

case is discussed where Deryl Bem, a psychology professor at Cornell University, conducted nine 

experiments on precognition, eight of which yielded statistically significant results.  His paper was 

published in the Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, with the title “Feeling the Future: 

Experimental Evidence for Anomalous Retroactive Influences on Cognition and Affect”.  The fact that 

this type of study was published in a prestigious scientific journal angered quite a number of skeptics, 

including science writer Benedict Carey, who wrote an editorial for the New York Times on this subject.  

In his editorial, he sums up comments from experts: 

Claims that defy almost every law of science are by definition extraordinary and thus require 

extraordinary evidence.  Neglecting to take this into account – as conventional social science 

analyses do – makes many findings look far more significant than they really are, these experts 

say. 

In this article, Douglas Hofstandter, a cognitive scientist at Indiana University made this similar remark: 

http://noetic.org/research/psi-research


 If any of [Bem’s] claims were true, then all of the bases underlying contemporary science 

 would be toppled, and we would have to rethink everything about the nature of the 

 universe. 

(Radin 260 – 262). 

These individuals seem overwhelmingly confident about the level of implausibility of Bem’s research.  

But stating that something defies “almost every law of science” is a claim in itself – as the individual 

must show exactly where a violation of a known law is occurring.  Not surprisingly, these critics made no 

attempt to specify exactly what knowledge would need to be overturned in order to make Bem’s claims 

compatible with the known laws of science.  There are certainly extraordinary claims one could make 

that would defy well-known facts, such as a claim for a geocentric solar system (which would, just by 

logical deduction, defy the well-accepted knowledge that our solar system is heliocentric).  But with 

aspects of mind the answers are not always clear-cut.  At first glance, the idea that minds can send 

information backwards in time may seem so bizarre, and precognition certainly would be classified as a 

“supernatural” phenomenon by Descart.  But when one really thinks about what laws are being violated, 

it is very difficult to come up with any.   A mechanistic explanation for precognition may simply require a 

deeper understanding of nature. 

Studying MWI would build on work done by many institutions and research groups, such as the Institute 

of Noetic Science (IONS) and Princeton Engineering Anomalies Research (PEAR).  Dean Radin, senior 

scientist at IONS, has done experiments to look for psychokinetic effects in a double slit apparatus as 

well as water crystallization.  The PEAR lab has looked at psychokinetic effects in several random 

systems, including turbulence in a water fountain (Psyleron). 

There remain unsolved mysteries in atmospheric physics related to turbulence and cloud formations.  

Successful MWI demonstration, for one benefit, could be useful in closing these gaps if a science of 

consciousness can be connected with new data in mind-matter interactions.  Additionally, more can be 

learned about the nature of the mind.  Effect sizes in psychokinetic experiments done to date have 

generally been small.  However, a small atmospheric perturbation can yield a large result, and thus it is 

possible that psychokinetic effect sizes have tremendous potential in the atmosphere, if they exist.  In 

addition to merely increasing the sigma for psi phenomena, large effect sizes may also help with the 

issue of differentiating alternate hypotheses within psi research.  Dean Radin writes about this issue in 

his book Supernormal: 

[…] even when there are sound reasons to accept evidence for genuine psi effects, the dilemma 
of multiple interpretations highlights the epistemological challenges faced when studying 
phenomena that transcend the usual boundaries of space and time.  This problem has led an 
increasing number of psi researchers to propose that there are basically just two kinds of psi 
phenomena: an inflow of information that we label psi perception, which includes clairvoyance, 
precognition, and telepathy, and an outflow of information, which includes psychokinesis and 
distant healing (403). 
 



Essentially, while some psychokinetic effects are proven beyond reasonable doubt, it can be difficult to 

know whether the mind actually caused a change in a physical system or merely predicted it.  Some 

researchers believe that further investigation may collapse all of these apparently different psi 

phenomena into just precognition, thus all psi phenomena could be explained by classical physics with 

one small catch: information can flow backwards in time (“tvcomplexis”).  However, large effect sizes in 

MWI experiments may lend credence to the idea that there are truly multiple psi phenomena because 

the measured effects would almost never occur in background noise.  On the other hand, small to no 

effect sizes may lend credence to the idea that psi phenomena only involve distortions in time, as 

discussed above.  Either way, the results will have many implications for what we know about the mind 

and consciousness. 

In October 2014, my paper, “On the Mystery of the Self & the Selection Problem: A Mathematical 

Approach” was published in the Journal of Consciousness Exploration & Research (Caputi 2014).  I argue 

that there is an explanatory gap between our knowledge that systems have conscious entities and our 

knowledge that specific conscious entities are mapped into specific bodies.  I call this the “selection 

problem”, which essentially plays out as follows: the body you currently occupy did not have to contain 

your conscious entity.  It could have just as easily contained mine, anyone else’s, or an infinite number 

of potential entities.  The question then becomes: given the building blocks of nature, how does one 

construct an entity which is not only conscious, but conscious for a specific entity (such as you or me)?  

This problem does not disappear by re-defining the self or taking a materialistic worldview, as I show 

that this type of entity is irreducible.  The basic idea is that a science is needed that can explain how 

potential conscious entities become active conscious entities, because an ideal world would be one in 

which all conscious entities (you, me, etc) can survive indefinitely.  It either needs to be scientifically 

shown that this naturally occurs, or mind uploading (which is considered to be our alternative for long-

term survival) needs to account for the aforementioned philosophical issues.  This ties into MWI 

research in a few notable ways.  First, the physics behind consciousness is what I consider the most 

important mystery of existence.  Learning exactly what potentials consciousness has with matter 

interaction will get us closer to a solution, as being able to differentiate true psychokinetic effects from 

precognition would be a major breakthrough in consciousness science.  From there, learning how mind-

matter interactions take place physically would be facilitated by doing these experiments.  Additionally, 

some of these proposed experiments can be run with mediums to attempt to directly research the 

consciousness after death hypothesis, though this is above the level I’m willing to discuss in this 

proposal. 

Above all, perhaps positive results of MWI experiments may enhance our appreciation of 

interconnectedness with nature as a human race.  This concept can be applied to problems such as 

climate change and interpersonal relationships to benefit all of humanity. 

The following flowchart diagram illustrates a suggested plan for proceeding with MWI research.  “High-

grade” experiments would be very carefully designed and consume a large amount of time and 

resources, where as “low-grade” experiments can be done under a very tight budget and with limited 

resources. 



 

Figure 1. Flowchart of proposed MWI research. 

While section 2 of this proposal will begin the first step (analyzing past cases), the main purpose of this 

document is to justify starting this entire sequence of steps. 

 

2. Cases 

Many stories of successful MWI can be found in literature2.  While weather can never fit into perfect 

boxes, for research purposes I will attempt to distinguish two general types of MWI; MWI-Short and 

MWI-Long.  MWI-Long will be defined as the phenomena of a mental intention followed by a large-scale 

response in the atmosphere, which will not be seen right away.  For example, a rain-dance ceremony at 

a particular location occurring on a sunny day followed by a 2 or 3 day period of showery weather 

beginning the following day would be classified as a MWI-long event.  MWI-Short will be defined as the 

phenomena of a mental intention followed by an almost immediate response in the atmosphere, 

typically producing a localized short-duration effect.  For example, a rain-dance ceremony at a particular 

location on a sunny day followed by a brief shower 30 minutes later would be classified as a MWI-Short 

event. 



MWI-long events appear to be somewhat more common, at least as reported.  It may be counter-

intuitive, but it is often stated that MWI-long phenomena are easier to “create” than MWI-short 

phenomena.  With MWI-long, a weather worker is asking for a weather change, and should mother 

nature respond, it will take some time for the large-scale weather pattern to shift.  MWI-short may 

require the weather worker to have a greater spiritual intelligence because the atmosphere would need 

to respond immediately, even if the effect would be small.  It is important to keep in mind that weather 

workers do not generally ask for a specific type of atmospheric response.  Their mental intentions could 

better be described as inviting (rather than demanding) a change to occur.  For example, a weather 

worker may set a goal in mind that they believe would be best for the good of all, such as stopping the 

spread of a wildfire.  However, they will not worry about whether the atmosphere responds to their 

intention by producing rainfall or producing a wind shift. 

From a scientific perspective, MWI-Short events would be much easier to study than MWI-Long events.  

Small-scale perturbations have the advantage of being easy to see against background noise.  For 

example, generating a stray shower in an environment void of moisture and instability only 20 minutes 

after a rain-dance ceremony would be incredible.  Such a shower could be verified as an isolated 

convective cell within a large dry radius, and radiosonde data could confirm a dry and stable 

atmosphere.  As another example, generating a wind gust of 80 knots on cue with background gusts no 

higher than 40 knots would also be incredible.  MWI-short phenomena have the potential for very easy 

verification. 

Studying cases of MWI-long events, however, would take a bit more work.  In theory, previous alleged 

cases could be analyzed by computer model simulations.  A researcher could attempt to take the initial 

state of the atmosphere as the intention time, and try to generate the result that occurred using the 

WRF (Weather Research and Forecasting) model, analyzing different perturbations and errors.  If the 

result generated is far more “extreme” than any ensemble member could predict, one could perhaps 

take this as a high probability against chance.  This would be worth doing as a future project, however, it 

is beyond the scope of this research proposal. 

While there are many impressive accounts of MWI-short in literature2, dates and locations are 

unfortunately seldom specified.  However, after attempting to contact many individuals, I received a 

response from author and spiritual leader Sandra Ingerman about a case reported on in the book 

Weather Shamanism.  She generously traced the date of the event and provided enough detail for a full 

analysis.  Additionally, I was able to analyze a case that was reported to me by a personal friend and 

colleague. 

These do not represent the most “statistically significant” cases in literature that I could find.  Rather, I 

was able to obtain enough information about their times and places to analyze the surrounding synoptic 

and mesoscale meteorology. 

2.1. Case 1: Rain (Santa Fe, NM) 

From 20-25 July 2003, Sandra Ingerman was leading a Soul Retrieval Training Workshop at Sunrise 

Springs Retreat Center in Santa Fe, New Mexico (35.585°N 106.103°W).  As part of the workshop, a 



ceremony involving a fire pit indoors was planned for the evening of the 24th.  However, the area was in 

critical fire danger due to very low humidity and dry vegetation from an existing drought.  Since there 

were trees near the chimney of the building, there was concern that even a small spark from the 

exhaust could have generated a fire.  During the afternoon of the 24th, Sandra asked for a sign from the 

weather spirits as to whether or not she should proceed with the ceremony.  The criteria for a positive 

sign to proceed was that it must rain for 30 seconds at 4:00 pm Mountain Daylight Time (22:00 UTC).  

Ingerman reports that this is exactly what happened. 

Santa Fe Airport (KSAF), located 2 miles to the north-northeast of the retreat center, observed very dry 

conditions during the entire day.  The high temperature observed at this site3 was 96 °F (35.6 °C).  

Dewpoints during the afternoon hours averaged around 42 °F (6.0 °C), yielding relative humidity values 

between just 16 and 19 percent.  No rainfall was observed (at the airport) during the 24 hour local time 

period.  1 and 5 minute resolution archives for this station were not available through the National 

Climatic Data Center (NCDC) archive, but all afternoon METARs show clear skies with a single exception; 

a low coverage cloud deck (FEW) at 10000 feet was reported in the 20:53 UTC observation.  Visibility 

was consistently reported as greater than 10 miles.  Wind speeds were consistent with classic boundary 

layer development, with gusts up to 16 knots reported between the 19:53 and 21:53 UTC observations, 

and light otherwise.  Radiosonde data from Albaquerque (ABQ) is shown in figure 1. 



 

Figure 1a. Radiosonde (weather balloon) data taken from Albuquerque on 12 UTC 24 July 2003, with 

selected indices shown.  Temperature (°C) is on the horizontal axis and pressure (hPa) is on the vertical 

axis.  This is a skewT/logP diagram.  Retrieved from the University of Wyoming Department of 

Atmospheric Science website. 



 

Figure 1b. Radiosonde (weather balloon) data taken from Albuquerque on 0 UTC 25 July 2003, with 

selected indices shown.  Temperature (°C) is on the horizontal axis and pressure (hPa) is on the vertical 

axis.  This is a skewT/logP diagram.  Retrieved from the University of Wyoming Department of 

Atmospheric Science website. 

The METAR reported closest to the event time of 22:00 UTC was at 21:53 UTC (7 minutes earlier), and is 

reproduced in raw format below: 

METAR KSAF 242153Z 27011G16KT 10SM CLR 34/07 A3013 RMK AO2 SLP081 T03440067 

Decoded, winds were due west at 11 knots (2 minute average), gusting to 16 knots (10 minute peak of 5 

second average).  Visibility was at least 10 miles and skies were clear overhead.  The temperature was 

34 °C and the dewpoint was 7 °C, yielding a relative humidity of 18%. 

The synoptic weather pattern is characterized by an upper level high pressure system situated on the 

southern side of a ridge with its axis over Montana and Wyoming.  These features are visible on the 500 

hpa analysis (see figures below).   At lower levels (~850 hpa and below), southeasterly winds are 

present, advecting moisture from the Gulf of Mexico toward the Sangre de Cristo Mountains.  This was 



likely the main trigger for showers that developed on the afternoon of 24 July, which then rotated 

clockwise over the four corners states due to the upper level high pressure.  With this setup, Santa Fe 

was on the leeward side of the Sangre de Cristo Mountains, so it would make physical sense for Santa Fe 

to have experienced little rainfall and low humidity in spite of these conditions.  While it is not 

miraculous that one particular location in Santa Fe experienced a brief shower at one point during the 

day, it is fairly impressive that this supposedly occurred at the exact time and duration that Sandra 

specified hours earlier.  Overall, this case of a MWI-short event gains credibility by an analysis satellite 

and surface observation data showing the Santa Fe area experiencing little other rainfall during the day.  

Unfortunately however, the area experiences a major cluttering problem with Doppler radar data due to 

mountainous terrain.  

 
Figure 2a. Surface analysis 0 UTC 25 July 2003.  Retrieved from NOAA Storm Prediction Center archive. 



 

 
Figure 2b. 850 hpa analysis 0 UTC 25 July 2003.  Retrieved from NOAA Storm Prediction Center archive. 



 

Figure 2c. 500 hpa analysis 0 UTC 25 July 2003.  Retrieved from NOAA Storm Prediction Center archive. 

 

 



Figure 3a.  Visible satellite image taken at 22:15 UTC, 15 minutes after the event. The dot marks the 

location of sunrise springs.  The cumulus clouds overhead are likely what produced sprinkles, while the 

heavier storms to the northwest did not progress beyond the mountains with this easterly flow. 

 

Figure 3b.  Image in figure 3a zoomed in. 

2.2. Case 2: Lightning (Fort Collins, CO) 

This case involves a colleague of mine who is also an atmospheric scientist.  On 21 July 2014 (Mountain 

Daylight Time), this person was at Colorado State University (CSU) in Fort Collins.   That evening, they 

were experiencing feelings of anger over a recent event.  At an estimated time of 22/03:15:20 UTC, they 

exited an on-campus building on foot enroute to another building.  This person was replaying the anger-

producing thoughts in their mind during the walk.  At approximately 03:16:00, they threw their fist into 

the air to release built-up tension, the first time doing so that night.  Immediately, lightning occurred 

overhead.  They sent an instant message to my facebook inbox stating that they “created lightning”.  

Dazed, this person recollected their thoughts and began to imagine telling the story to friends while 

continuing the walk.  At an estimated time of 03:23:00, this person repeated the fist motion and again, 

lightning directly overhead was observed.  Petrified, they ran indoors and entered the destination 

building at approximately 03:23:40.  No other lightning was observed during the subjects estimated 500 

seconds spent outdoors, or that entire night. 

Unfortunately, official lightning data could not be archived for this report due to a lack of resources.  The 

times in the above paragraph were reconstructed based on facebook messages and reports by the 

subject as the event was unfolding, so they are likely all accurate within 60 seconds.  Figure 4 shows a 

screenshot from one strike detected on lightningmaps.org. 



 

Figure 4. Raw screenshot of lightning from www.lightningmaps.org/realtime.  One strike is visible in the 

lower left corner of the screen, over mountains. 

Conditions appear to have been somewhat favorable for shower development on the evening of this 

event.  Figure 5 shows a skew-T plot of radiosonde data from Denver (DNR) taken at 22/00 UTC, which 

indicates plenty of mid-level moisture.  From the Cheyenne, Wyoming WSR-88D, the shower can be 

traced back to about 00:30 UTC where it appears to have developed near 106.09°W 40.30°N, or about 

90 km (56 mi) West-Southwest of Colorado State University. 

Following the cell on the lowest elevation scan (~0.46 degrees) as it progresses toward CSU, it at no 

point appears highly impressive or likely to produce lightning.  The peak reflectivity4 on the lowest 

elevation scan is observed at 02:37 UTC, with 48.0 dbZ at 1190 m when the cell is 27 km (16 mi) West-

southwest of CSU.  As the cell nears CSU, the maximum surface reflectivity remains around 40 dbZ.  A 

reflectivity of 41 dbZ was observed on the low scan at the critical time of 03:18, where the cell is 3 km (2 

mi) west-southwest of the university.  The cell then weakens over the next few scans, and reaches CSU 

at 03:26.  Out of all the elevation scans, the highest reflectivity observed within the four frames 

considered event-critical (03:13, 03:18, 03:22, 03:26) was on the 1.29 degree scan at 03:18, where a 

value of 46.0 dbZ was observed at a height of 1930 m.  An anvil feature can be seen stretching over CSU 

at this time, with returns up to 30 dbZ between 3000 m and 6000 m. 

http://www.lightningmaps.org/realtime


Figure 5.  Radiosonde (weather balloon) data taken from Denver on 0 UTC 22 July 2014, with selected 

indices shown.  Temperature (°C) is on the horizontal axis and pressure (hPa) is on the vertical axis.  This 

is a skewT/logP diagram.  Retrieved from the University of Wyoming Department of Atmospheric 

Science website. 



 
Figure 6a. Doppler Radar from KCYS, 0.46 degree elevation, 02:37 UTC 

 

Figure 6b. Doppler Radar from KCYS, 0.46 degree elevation, 03:13 UTC 

 



 
Figure 6c. Doppler Radar from KCYS, 0.46 degree elevation, 03:18 UTC 

 

 

 
Figure 6d. Doppler Radar from KCYS, 0.46 degree elevation, 03:22 UTC 

 



 
Figure 6e. Doppler Radar from KCYS, 0.46 degree elevation, 03:26 UTC 

 

 
Figure 6f. Doppler Radar from KCYS, 1.29 degree elevation, 03:18 UTC 



Figure 6g. Doppler Radar from KCYS, 3.08 degree elevation, 03:18 UTC 

 

 

Figure 6h. Doppler Radar from KCYS, 3.97 degree elevation, 03:18 UTC 

To do a “back of the envelope” probability analysis, we can make several assumptions on the 

conservative side to both simplify the mathematics and avoid over-estimating how impressive this event 

was. We can first assume that it was a coincidence that the number of strikes in the 500-second window 

and the number of fist-throws were both equal to 2.  We can also assume that atmospheric conditions 

were favorable for lightning.  If the time delay between fist-throws and lightning occurrence was truly 

absolute zero, the probability of this occurring by chance would be infinitesimally small.  However, we 

will assume a possible error on the order of 1 second and thus split up the 500-second window in to 500 



discrete time periods with either lightning or no lightning.  The probability of this event occurring by 

chance, under these conditions, would be C(500,2)-1 = 1/124750 = 8.02 x 10-6.  As mentioned previously, 

there is high confidence in the timing given in the event reconstruction, but to be cautious we can allow 

for some error.  Should we allow for one minute of error on each end of the window, this would yield a 

total time of 380 seconds.  Under these conditions, we can calculate the probability against chance to be 

C(380,2)-1 = 1/72010 = 1.39 x 10-5. 

In summary, given the probability against chance, let alone the apparent lack of lightning before or after 

the event, as well as the fact that the convective cell was weak, this appears to be an impressive event.  

There is a small chance that the subject subconsciously saw lightning and then threw his fist, however, 

the subject is confident that the lightning unmistakably occurred after each fist-throw. 

 

3. Experimental Setup 

3.1. Participants 

It is well known that experienced meditates tend to do better with psi experiments than the general 

population.  I would propose obtaining participants from three categories: 

- The general population 

- Experienced mediators 

- Profoundly gifted individuals (those who have achieved a very high level of spiritual awareness, such as 

a Shaman) 

3.2. Risks and challenges 

It is not difficult to imagine an array of experiments that can be done to test for MWI effects.  However, 

the challenges lie in a) gaining participants and b) designing experiments that resonate with spirituality.  

The importance of (b) is certainly a matter of cultural sensitivity ethics, but beyond that, it will help build 

a participant pool.  The select few individuals who are thought to have profound spiritual gifts tend to be 

very humble about their abilities, and getting them to participate in a scientific study would require 

methodology consistent with their spiritual practices.  As mentioned previously, shamanic weather 

workers do not attempt to have power over nature or attempt to control it like driving a car.  Rather, 

they connect and work with nature, inviting changes to occur that benefit the good of all.  This is 

important to keep in mind when inviting them to participate in MWI experiments.  From a scientific 

standpoint, this difference in perspective is very subtle and should not interfere with experimental setup 

or data collection.  From an ethical and spiritual standpoint, however, this will make all the difference. 

The harder conflict between the spiritual and scientific approach to psi lies in the nature of the spiritual 

path.  For example, according to yoga sutra teachings, an important goal of spiritual development is to 

dissolve the notion that the individual is a separate self.  One demonstrating extraordinary abilities in 

public (or a laboratory setting) is at some inherent risk of identifying with their ability as a personal 



accomplishment, which can reinforce the ego, and this essentially self-destructs one’s path to 

enlightenment (Radin 185).  Radin states:  

[…] from a scientific perspective it may be exceptionally difficult to find people who have 

achieved these rarified states and are willing to demonstrate them, because paradoxically they 

have reached those states precisely because they have not demonstrated them in public.  When 

I have asked yogis who appear to have reached some level of mastery to participate in 

laboratory tests, only on very rare occasions have they agreed to do so.  They usually performed 

remarkably well, but when I ask how they did it, or to do it again, they just smiled.  

 (186). 

This importance of not taking personal credit is also reflected in this quote from Medicine for the Earth 

by Sandra Ingerman: 

It’s also important not to take credit if you are successful in working with weather.  When we 

move into a place of self-importance, saying, “Look at what I did,” we forget that we are just one 

small piece of the puzzle.  When we brag about our power, we lose it.  That seems to be one of 

those laws of the universe that keeps harmony and balance. 

To avoid letting one’s ego get blown out of proportion, you might consider working with a group 

when doing a ceremony to affect the weather.  In this way, no one person can take credit for 

any successes.  When I work with the weather, I try to choose times when it will be difficult to 

determine my influence on the outcome.  In Santa Fe, the weather work I perform usually 

involves trying to call down moisture.  I pick my time to work when the clouds are thick and 

there is a possibility of rain.  This brings in the principle of ambiguity, where one is left in the 

dark as to what forces are really at work.  This of course doesn’t lend itself to scientific proof, 

but it works well to help us remain open to the mysteries of how things work in the universe. 

 (240 - 241). 

And this quote from Weather Shamanism by Nan Moss and David Corbin: 

What all of these shamanic practitioners have shown us through their experiences, and similarly 

to our hurricane ceremony, is that a primary and effective way to work with the weather is to 

honor it.  This refers to the kind of honoring that combines respect with love for the storm, or 

any other element of weather, as another living being, and that recognizes that, no matter how 

we may feel about its effects, it is being with a purpose – a divine purpose, if you will.  Honoring 

allows for the role that we each must play and creates a space for true collaboration. 

It is never as simple as “if we do this, then that is what will happen.”  That’s the catch.  That is 

the challenge in all instances of relating to and working with weather.  As shamanic 

practitioners, we may each have our own individual ways of addressing and working with the 

spirit of a storm and its potential to harm; yet if we infuse our relating with respect and with 

love, then we comport ourselves as real human beings. 



 (151) 

On the surface, these may seem like irresolvable dilemmas for our hopes to bring science into MWI 

practices.  But this does not need to be the case.  Major paradigm shifts require multidisciplinary 

approaches, and this may be the key to getting there.  If scientists are trained to be sensitive to these 

particular issues in experimental studies, they can approach potential participants with consideration of 

their spiritual needs.  These spiritual needs should never be looked down upon, as in simply tolerating 

their lifestyle.  Rather, this should be taken as an opportunity for our growth, both personal and 

scientific. 

Several steps can be taken to ensure a healthy, two-way benefiting relationship between weather 

workers and experimenters.  It should first and foremost be explained that no matter how large of an 

effect size is produced, the weather worker will have the option to remain completely anonymous so 

they will not receive unwanted attention.  Secondly, it would be useful for experimenters to thoroughly 

learn and intimately understand the philosophy of the particular spiritual path of any weather worker 

being contacted.  While it’s perfectly okay if the experimenter does not agree with everything about 

their ways, there is no room for closed-mindedness and being unwilling to grow personally.  This will 

allow for better dialogue and mutual understanding.  It can be explained to the perspective of the 

weather workers’ worldview why brining science into this practice will benefit humanity.  Finally, 

weather workers should be actively encouraged to give input or suggestions for experimental designs 

(after all, they are the ones who have been doing this so they know how it could work).  For example, 

they may suggest that an attempt to influence a weather variable be done as a group, or that the 

experimenter actively participate.  Mutual collaboration is key.  Authority and control is not.  Essentially, 

we see from the weather workers why their philosophy is important and reflect that in our approach, 

while we show the weather workers why our studies of what they are doing will be useful for all of 

humanity.  This is known as a two-eyed seeing approach, which more information can be found about 

here: http://www.integrativescience.ca/Principles/TwoEyedSeeing/ 

 

4. Proposed Experiments 

In this section I will give some blueprints for controlled experiments that can be done to test for MWI 

effects. 

4.1. Precipitation 

Short-duration rain and snow showers come from cumulus-type clouds.  Fair-weather cumulus clouds 

are small and do not produce precipitation.  If a cumulus cloud grows, precipitation may fall when 

droplets grow large enough to obtain a fall speed that exceeds the speed of the cloud’s updraft.  These 

types of showers can develop further into thunderstorms. 

http://www.integrativescience.ca/Principles/TwoEyedSeeing/


 
Figure 7a. Fair weather cumulus clouds – these types of cumulus clouds are caused by atmospheric 

instability, but are small and do not produce precipitation.  Image from 

http://wx4cast.blogspot.com/2011_09_01_archive.html 

 
Figure 7b. Cumulus cloud with more vertical development.  Light precipitation may be associated with 

this cloud.  Image from http://www.smhi.se/en/research/research-news/higher-temperatures-affect-

intensive-rain-showers-1.28948 

 
 

http://wx4cast.blogspot.com/2011_09_01_archive.html
http://www.smhi.se/en/research/research-news/higher-temperatures-affect-intensive-rain-showers-1.28948
http://www.smhi.se/en/research/research-news/higher-temperatures-affect-intensive-rain-showers-1.28948


Figure 7c.  Fully developed cumulus cloud (called cumulonimbus – in this case a supercell) which can 

produce very heavy rain, destructive winds, frequent lightning, hail, and tornadoes.  These clouds 

extend to the top of the troposphere over 6 km in altitude.  Image from http://whyfiles.org/2010/what-

are-the-different-types-of-thunderstorms/ 

Complex physics aside, the basic ingredients that form these clouds are instability and moisture.  Air 

temperature generally decreases with increasing altitude.  Instability exists when this rate of 

temperature decrease exceeds the rate at which a rising parcel of air would cool as it is lifted, because a 

parcel of air that is warmer than its environment will have positive buoyancy and continue to lift.  The 

more instability present, the faster and more readily air parcels forming clouds will rise, and such clouds 

would be more likely to grow into showers and thunderstorms.  Moisture is also a useful ingredient 

because an air parcel will only condense into a cloud when it cools to its saturation point.  An air parcel 

lifting from the ground that is fairly moist will reach its saturation point fairly quickly, and the actual rate 

it cools as it ascends will be lower. 

When assessing the overall potential for instability cumulus clouds and showers, it is critical to look at a 

full profile of the atmospheric conditions.  Weather balloons (radiosondes) are launched from the 

ground and report temperature, dew points, and wind speeds as the balloon ascends.  This sounding 

data can be looked at to determine instability and moisture content in the atmosphere.  There are many 

indices which can quantify instability based on sounding data. 

Perhaps one of the most well known forms of weather influence is the rain dance.  To assess MWI-short 

phenomena, one could attempt to generate a rain or snow shower at a specific location within a short 

window of time.  A list of locations and times (or a list of times at a specific location) would need to be 

pre-determined, and then (at least) half of the times can be randomly assigned to a control group.  The 

significance would be based on the success rate of the experimental sessions compared to the success 

rate of the control sessions.  Even in the best case scenario, one may reasonably expect a very low 

success rate, and thus a valid critique could be that this experiment would take too long to generate a 

significant result (even given a real effect).  However, as discussed in the previous section, a very gifted 

individual may be able to do this somewhat consistently.  It may only take one or two experimental 

sessions to produce a highly significant result, especially if the task can be accomplished in an 

environment unfavorable for precipitation. 

Any successful attempt to create a shower at a specific location within a large area that is precipitation-

free could be an incredible feat.  For a simple probability analysis: 

1. Choose a site and designate a radius (r) expanding outward from the site, capturing as much 

precipitation-free area as possible.  The radius can be chosen at any time prior to the start of the 

experiment.  It should also be ensured that radar coverage is good and can reasonably detect 

precipitation reaching the surface within the selected radius.  (I have in mind that the weather worker 

will be physically present at the site – however this does not need to be the case every time.  The site 

chosen is the location which must experience precipitation and not the location of the weather worker). 

http://whyfiles.org/2010/what-are-the-different-types-of-thunderstorms/
http://whyfiles.org/2010/what-are-the-different-types-of-thunderstorms/


2. Choose a threshold of precipitation intensity that must occur at the site for which the experiment will 

be considered a success.  In most cases, this would likely be any amount of precipitation, but this is not 

the only option.  The threshold can be a given rainfall amount or rainfall rate, but it needs to be easy to 

determine by Doppler radar unless the area has a high density of surface observations. 

3. Choose a time to run the experiment and a tolerance time interval (τ) for which the threshold must be 

met at the site in order for the experiment to be considered a success (ex. within 30 minutes after the 

attempt).  Also, choose a sampling interval (ts) during which rainfall rates will be measured at the site 

and counted towards the experiment. 

4. Run the experiment. 

5. If the experiment was a success (the threshold was met at the site within the allotted interval τ), 

compute the total area (aw) within the allotted radius of the site in which the threshold was also met 

within τ, based on Doppler radar data.  Also compute the amount of time (tw) within the sampling 

interval ts that the threshold was met at the site. 

The highest probability of chance can then be computed as a ratio of the two areas: 

𝑝 =
𝑎𝑤

𝜋𝑟2 ∗
𝜏 + 𝑡𝑤

𝜏 + 𝑡𝑠
 

Thus, we can illustrate that even one successful experiment has a potential for high statistical 

significance.  The following values may be reasonable for an individual experiment if this ability is real: 

r = 100 km; aw = 50 km2; τ = 30 minutes; ts = 90 minutes; tw = 0 minutes 

This would yield a p-value of 3.98 (10-4), or 1/2500. 

This equation shows that even one successful experiment has a potential for a high statistical 

significance.  For example, a radius of 100 km and an area that experienced rain of 50 km2 would yield a 

p-value of approximately 0.0016 or 1/628. 

It is worth noting that the disadvantage to choosing a high tolerance time is that a higher aw may occur, 

increasing the p-value.  Also, the formula given above will yield a maximum p-value; if sounding data 

indicates that the atmosphere is dry and stable, this would not only reduce the p-value but also increase 

the effect size, yielding evidence to the hypothesis that true psychokinetic effects occur over and above 

precognition. 

Obviously, neither an experimenter nor a weather worker can “pick” a location or time where weather 

conditions look even slightly more favorable for rain at that specific time and site as opposed to any 

other within the radius.  One way of avoiding such subtle bias may be to commit to a specific location 

and time several days in advance.  The experiment can be done in wet weather, but when there is a high 

likelihood of dry weather the effect size will be much larger. 



In a high-grade experiment, one could launch numerous weather balloons around the experimental 

area, and at frequent intervals.  The purpose of this would be to “capture” the weather working and see 

how mental interactions with the atmosphere can physically manifest.  For lower grade experiments, 

sounding data can be obtained from NWS upper air sites and forecast models.  This would not capture 

the hypothesized weather working “in action”, but would be sufficient to determine background 

atmospheric instability and moisture.  While balloons are only launched twice a day from upper air sites, 

special balloon launches may be done if an experimenter has a connection with a local office. 

This experiment could be attempted with an individual shaman or group of them, or a group of 

interested people from the population at large.  In the latter case, the goal to bring the rain could be 

exactly the same, but a more immediate (and perhaps more realistic) goal could be to influence 

something subtle such as moisture content5 of the air near the ground. 

Physically, these experiments may have exciting implications for the microphysics of water in the 

atmosphere.  For example, if rain dances only work when there is pre-existing moisture, that would 

imply something different about the atmosphere and our consciousness than if some gifted individuals 

can influence the collection of moisture in a completely dry environment to form convection. 

4.2. Lightning 

A profoundly gifted individual may have the ability to influence lightning.  Case 2 given in this paper was 

one potential instance, but this may not be an isolated occurrence.  There lived a man named Ted 

Owens (1920 – 1987) who claimed to have contact with “space intelligences” who could control 

weather, earthquakes, blackouts, and UFO sightings.  His claims were often witnessed and verified by 

multiple independent observers.  Unlike most spiritually gifted individuals, Owens was eager for 

recognition and fame.  He had a genius level IQ and was a member of Mensa (Mishlove 2000).  Jeffery 

Mishlove wrote an entire book which documents his life, titled The PK Man: A True Story of Mind Over 

Matter. 

Two impressive cases are cited in this book where Owens appears to work with lightning.  In one case, 

an individual named Sidney Margulies (who worked as a lawyer) was watching a rainstorm with Owens 

from the top of an unspecified tall building in downtown Philadelphia, PA on the night of 8 May 1967.  

The lawyer wrote the following notarized statement: 

I certify this to be a true and correct statement: 

On the night of May 8, 1967, while watching a rainstorm in the company of H. Owens (Ted) from 

the top of a tall building in downtown Philadelphia… Mr. Owens offered to make lightning strike 

in any area that I might point out, as a demonstration of a new weather principle he had 

discovered.  So I took him up on it and pointed to an area squarely in front of our window – the 

bridge leading to Camden. 

In a few moments after Mr. Owens concentrated on making lightning strike the aforementioned 

bridge, a lightning bolt did in fact strike that area, just to the right of the bridge. 



Since we were standing at the top of a tall building, our field of view was very wide and 

expansive.  Therefore, the lightning bolt striking the pinpointed area, which I had designated, 

was interesting. 

(127) 

Mishlove wrote that according to Margulies, there was no other lightning before or after the 

experiment.  Another case of Ted Owens seemingly influencing lightning is reported: 

It was a rainy day, and we had heard of Ted Owens’ ability to make lightning strike by his 

signaling UFO intelligences to do it.  So we asked Ted Owens to give us a demonstration of his 

so-called power to communicate with UFO intelligences by having them make lightning strike in 

a given area we would designate the three of us went out onto a balcony outside Ted Owens’ 

apartment, and my friend and I asked Ted Owens to have lightning strike at or near the top of 

City Hall.  In the ensuring period of time, there were three massive strokes of lightning which 

struck at intervals in that exact direction.  And those were the only three bolts that struck in the 

entire day where Ted Owens pointed his hand.  To test this, we then asked Ted Owens to make 

lightning strike in an entirely different portion of the sky.  He pointed his hand, and the lightning 

appeared in that different area, exactly where we had asked it to appear.  No other bolts 

appeared anywhere in the sky at any time during our experiments, except exactly where Ted 

Owens pointed his hand.  My friend and I were in complete agreement that the experiment was 

a complete success. 

(128) 

In principle, verifying such a phenomenal ability should be fairly straightforward.  Selecting a narrow 

target area or object for lightning to strike, even in a thunderstorm with frequent cloud to ground 

lightning, could yield fairly astronomical odds against chance.  One could impose further constraints to 

reduce the possibility that one could have simply predicted, rather than influenced, the location and 

timing of the lightning.  For example, the experimenter could pre-select a specific regular interval on 

which strikes must happen with small tolerance (for example, within 1 second of every even minute 

mark… i.e. 2:57:59 - 2:58:01, 2:59:59 – 3:00:01, 3:01:59 – 3:02:01, etc).  This would be a valid tool for 

detecting true psychokinetic effects because it is very unlikely that nature would behave in such a non-

random fashion.  Or, one could ask the weather worker to attempt to create lightning at the same 

location two or more times.  Obviously, if the storm has a high lightning rate, it would be more probable 

for flashes to occur at the pre-selected intervals or location because there would be more background 

flashes to begin with.  However, one could imagine a further constraint; selecting storms to influence 

that are just barely at the threshold of where one may expect lightning.  In summary, we can imagine 

three constraints: (1) location, (2) timing, and (3) storm intensity.  These constraints could be imposed in 

any combination and in different amounts. 

With regard to constraints (1) and (2), and implicitly (3), the probability against chance for a successful 

experiment can be computed as follows: 



𝑝 =  (
𝑟′

𝑟
)

2

∗ 
𝜏

𝜏 + 𝑡𝑠
 

Where r’ is the pre-experiment designated radius around a target where a strike was allowed to occur, r 

is the pre-experiment designated strike-free radius, τ is the pre-experiment designated tolerance time, 

and ts is the time with which no other strikes occurred in the radius.  Caution: all of these parameters 

must be on temporal and spatial scales smaller than the thunderstorm being experimented upon, 

because the experiment is by nature in a local maximum of lightning probability.  This calculation also 

assumes that the experiment is conducted in an area with a relatively uniform probability distribution of 

lightning strikes, such as a flat field. 

Population or group-based experiments may include attempting to influence the lightning rate in single 

cell thunderstorms, without necessarily attempting specific targets or times. I propose the following 

format for population-based experiments: 

1. Chose an epoch length (ex. 5 minutes) 

2. Chose an experiment session length (must be an odd multiple of the epoch length, ex. 25 minutes) 

3. The session will start with an intention epoch, followed by a control epoch, and alternate thereafter.  

The session will end with an intention epoch. 

4. A final control epoch will be randomly selected to be collected either just before or after the session.  

This will help to eliminate any systematic bias that may occur by always implementing a control epoch 

first or always implementing an intention epoch first.  An experimental session will thus end up with an 

equal number of control and intention epochs. 

In this case, an “intention epoch” could consist of either trying to increase or decrease the lightning rate 

in a single cell thunderstorm.  Experimental instructions could be streamed live to an audience with the 

weather workers sitting in their homes, or this could be a group field experiment. 

4.3. Wind 

Wind is by far the most sensibly time-variant characteristic of the atmosphere.  Due differing air 

velocities in close proximity (wind shear) and buoyancy forces, air currents break down by highly 

complex and non-linear processes into turbulent eddies at the fine-scale structure of the atmosphere.  

Turbulence can be easily sensed in an aircraft because rapid fluctuations in airspeed causes slight 

variations on the degree of lift over the wings.  On the ground, we experience turbulence as gusts of 

wind.  In the absence of shearing or convection processes, air flow will be fairly steady and laminar (non-

turbulent).  In general, turbulent flow occurs in the lower altitudes of the atmosphere (extending to 1-2 

km above the earth’s surface, known as the Planetary Boundary Layer) where frictional forces generate 

shear and solar heating generates convection.  Airflow at higher altitudes (known as the free 

troposphere) is generally laminar. 



 

Figure 8.  Turbulent and Laminar flow demonstrated in a kitchen sink.  Image from 

http://www.cora.nwra.com/~werne/eos/images/turbulent.jpg 

There is a foreseeable trade-off between attempting to study MWI of wind in turbulent and laminar 

environments.  Where airflow turbulent, chaos theory states that it will only take a small perturbation to 

generate a large effect.  It may be fairly easy to mentally influence a single turbulent eddy, generating a 

large difference in observed wind velocity for an experiment. However, because of this turbulence, the 

background standard deviation of wind velocities will be large, so a small effect may wash out in a 

statistical analysis.  Where airflow is laminar, the opposite dilemma occurs.  Small effect sizes will be 

very easy to detect because the natural variation in wind velocity will be small.  However, generating 

any effect may be more difficult because the hypothesized “mind perturbation” would have to be 

stronger to make a visible impact in non-chaotic flow.  Assuming some physical potential exists for the 

mind to affect air currents, your guess of how large such a perturbation can be is as good as mine, so it is 

certainly worth studying MWI in both laminar and turbulent flows of varying degree.  One could also 

imagine that the hypothesized mind perturbation potential may vary with the degree of turbulence, the 

actual mean wind speed, and the “spiritual intelligence” of the individual.  While it would be worth 

studying what kind of effects (if any) can be generated at low wind velocities, I will mostly focus on 

experiments that can be done with medium to high background velocities. 

A straightforward type of experiment that could be attempted with a gifted individual would be to have 

them attempt to produce a gust of wind with a speed much higher than what is being observed in 

background conditions.  Like the experiments proposed with rain, only a few trials with very large effects 

observed may be enough to shake the paradigm.  While it would be extraordinarily stunning if one could 

generate a spontaneous hurricane force gust on a calm and fair weather day, I do not anticipate seeing 

it in my lifetime.  Some physical potential should exist for a given task to be accomplished. 

One excellent candidate of a weather phenomena that fits this description are pre-frontal low level jets.  

Low level jets consist of a very strong wind in the lowest portion of the atmosphere, with their 

maximum speeds typically lower than 2000 m above ground level.  In coastal regions, low level jets can 

http://www.cora.nwra.com/~werne/eos/images/turbulent.jpg


thrive with the reduction of surface friction (Kotroni and Lagouvardos 1993).  In these areas, wind 

speeds in low level jets can exceed 100 knots, especially during winter months.  Low level jets form in 

the vicinity of fronts due to strong pressure gradients.  They are often associated with narrow bands of 

precipitation.  Because the winds are southerly and advect warm, moist air, the air is stable underneath 

the jet and the extreme winds do not reach the earth’s surface.  The figure below illustrates a wind 

profile of one particular case of a pre-frontal low level jet impacting Long Island, NY. 

 

Figure 9a.  Wind speeds plotted against height above ground level with a low level jet passing over 

Ronkonkoma, NY on 16 April 2011.  Winds estimated using BUFKIT software archive of NAM at 17/00 

UTC + f5 hours. 

The peak wind gusts measured during this event at ground level were just shy of 50 knots.  Even though 

sustained winds only 500 meters up exceeded 75 knots, these winds did not mix down to the surface.  

However, it is not difficult to imagine that a gifted individual may be able to influence winds to mix 

down a gust from a few hundred meters up.  This would cause a very large experimental effect size, 

yielding credence to the psychokinetic hypothesis.  A remote location can be chosen where impacts 

from a brief period of extreme wind would be minimal, and debris would not be present to threaten the 

safety of the weather worker and research team at the site.  Alternatively, a site can be set up to record 

data without humans present, and the weather worker can remotely attempt to influence wind 

velocities.  As another experiment, the weather worker can attempt to suppress, rather than enhance, 

wind speeds with high background velocities.  Additionally, it should be considered that one can also 

modify the velocity of wind simply by changing its direction. 

Other times, wind events can occur under fair weather with strong pressure gradients.  As opposed to 

low level jets which are typically found ahead of fronts, these winds would typically be seen behind a 

frontal system.  Surface winds observed in both of these types of events may be similar, but winds aloft 



will be much weaker with fair weather pressure gradients.  Figure 9b illustrates a wind profile during a 

fair weather wind event. 

 

Figure 9b.  Low level jet wind profile plotted in figure 9a (blue) compared to wind profile in a strong 

pressure gradient in fair weather (green) over Ronkonkoma, NY on 19 February 2011.  Winds estimated 

using BUFKIT software archive of NAM. 

The difference between these two types of wind events is that air under the fair weather condition is 

less stable and therefore winds aloft are able to mix well to the surface.  Again, attempting this 

experiment in different stability conditions may give scientists a clue as to what is physically happening 

with mind-matter interactions. 

In mountainous topography and under certain conditions, high wind velocities may be very stable and 

not fluctuate much.  It would be worth studying what kind of effect sizes may be able to occur under 

these conditions. 

Numerous stories exist in literature of weather workers allegedly reducing local hurricane damage6.  The 

National Science Foundation owns a number of mobile Doppler radar trucks, and they are often 

deployed in hurricane landfall sites for research purposes.  One may do an analysis of turbulent eddies 

captured by DOW scans, comparing a shaman-treated area with the surrounding area. 

4.4. Cloud Microphysics 

Water has always been a substance of interest in noetic studies7.  In a 2008 study by Radin et al, the 

effects that mental intention toward water samples have on aesthetic beauty of crystal growth was 

tested. 



Contrary to the idealized model of water vapor condensation, the physics behind cloud and 

hydrometeor droplets are very complex.  As a consequence of this, one of the current gaps in 

meteorological knowledge lies in snowflakes.  For an overview of snowflake formation, see this video: 

https://experiment.com/projects/what-do-snowflakes-really-look-like.  This video also documents a new 

tool being developed to photograph snowflakes, called a Multi Angle Snowflake Camera (MASC)8.  In 

December 2014, a MASC was installed at Stony Brook University.  Given my connection with the 

meteorology department, I can likely obtain images captured by this MASC for research purposes. 

In a similar way to Radin et al, the objective of a study would be to have a large group of people 

mentally treat snowflakes.  An experiment can be set up in the same format as the population lightning 

experiment discussed above, except in this case the intention epochs would consist of an attempt to 

increase the aesthetic beauty of snowflakes. 

Another way of testing cloud microphysics would be to experiment with fog9.  A high quality visibility 

sensor can provide a measurement of light attenuation rate, and an experiment could be set up in the 

epoch format described above using either a population or a single gifted individual.  A simple objective 

could be to begin an experiment in low visibility conditions with an intention to improve visibilities 

during intention epochs.  Causing a temporary clearance in fog would be an incredible feat. 

4.5. Other Systems 

Other testable parameters include, but are not limited to: 

- Temperature 

- Air quality 

- Tornado tracks 

- Fair weather clouds (consider Reich’s orgone cloud buster) 

- Large-scale weather patterns 

For a possible way to directly test psychokinetic effects and determine their scale, I would propose using 

a closed chaotic system (such as turbulent fluid flow) in which a small perturbation would result in large 

alterations of the system over time.  Comparing the “mind treated” system at some time t1 with a 

control run of the fluid tank at time t1 could yield information about the size of the initial “mind 

perturbation.” 

 

5. Project Logistics 

5.1. Financial budget 

Aside from the possibility of compensating participants for their time and effort, many of these 

experiments require little to no funds.  Basic portable meteorological instrumentation (thermometers, 

hygrometers, anemometers, etc) of sufficient quality with data loggers are either already owned or 

would be fairly easy to access at no expense.  Some minor expenses can be anticipated for traveling to 

https://experiment.com/projects/what-do-snowflakes-really-look-like


and from field locations.  I would estimate that one major high-grade experiment, on average, would 

cost between $100 and $500.  This accounts for multiple trips to different locations over the course of 

several weeks or months, some expense for equipment maintenance, and some compensation to 

weather workers. 

Experiments that require radiosonde launches on-site would be more costly.  Since weather balloons 

can generally only be used once, it would cost about $50 per launch, and a high grade experiment for 

rain genesis may require 4-6 launches.  However, an experiment of this type would likely not need to be 

done more than one or two times. 

5.2. Other resources 

While the amount of financial support needed may be minimal, the amount of support required for 

other resources is much greater.  The main foreseeable challenge is gaining public interest and a large 

pool of participants.  As mentioned previously, we will want weather workers from the general public, 

meditation groups, as well as the most spiritually gifted individuals.  Communicating our cause as 

described in 3.2. to the spiritually gifted individuals will require connections with people who work with 

them.  Also, connections will be needed with meteorologists who can supply access to raw data from 

ASOS stations and perform special weather balloon launches.  Finally, it would be useful to obtain as 

much information as possible regarding previous alleged MWI cases.  This will not only help with 

building an overall body of evidence, but also aid experimental design.  Additionally, if the general public 

is aware of this research, a mobile app can be created for reporting what one perceives as a MWI event. 

5.3. Timeline 

The main foreseeable issue is that it will generally not be possible to schedule experiments more than a 

few days in advance, due to the unpredictability of weather.  However, with good support of items listed 

in 5.2. we can foresee the following timeline, subject to change: 

February 2015: begin to pilot-test snowflake and wind influence experiments with a general population, 

where anyone can participate via a live streamed event. 

Spring or summer 2015: begin high-grade experiments involving gifted individuals, such as rainmaking, 

hurricane eyewall wind influence, lightning, etc. 

Winter or spring 2016: Analyze results and progress to decide the next steps. 

 

6. Conclusion 

The purpose of this research proposal was to illustrate that MWI can be scientifically studied and that 

positive or negative results would have implications for the atmosphere, consciousness, and the planet 

at large.  It is my opinion that sufficient evidence exists at this point in time to invest in carefully 

controlled experiments to study this important topic.  The list of experiments proposed is by no means a 

comprehensive summary of all possible experiments or even variables that can be studied. 



Above all, empirically demonstrating a form of interconnectedness that humans have with nature can 

benefit all of humanity.  Scientifically learning how it works will enhance our scientific understanding of 

the universe, and in turn enhance our ability to be connected with it. 

Footnotes 

1. According to Daryl Bem and Charles Honorton in the Psychological Bulletin of 1994: “The 

term psi denotes anomalous processes of information or energy transfer, processes such as telepathy or 

other forms of extrasensory perception that are currently unexplained in terms of known physical or 

biological mechanisms. The term is purely descriptive: It neither implies that such anomalous 

phenomena are paranormal nor connotes anything about their underlying mechanisms.” 

2. See the books cited in references by Moss, Ingerman, and Mishlove for a good starting point. 

3. In the United States, daily high temperatures at ASOS sites are reported to the nearest degree 

Fahrenheit in NOAA climatology reports.  Also, visibility is reported with units of statute miles, and cloud 

heights are reported to the nearest 100 feet. 

4. Level 2 radar data was used, which is of higher resolution than level 3 data.  As a result, the maximum 

dbZ values discussed will be somewhat higher than what would have been seen on most commercially 

available radar. 

5. There are multiple ways to measure moisture content.  Relative Humidity, perhaps the most well-

known measure, would not be suitable because it is dependent on temperature (i.e. it can increase 

simply by cooling the air, rather than adding water).  Absolute Humidity and Specific Humidity are better 

measures of how much water is in the air. 

6. See Moss 2008, chapter 13. 

7. Water has been noted for its unique quantum properties and is of particular interest to health 

implications of psi.  For more information, see Radin 2008. 

8. See Garrett et al for a thorough description of this instrument. 

9. Radiation fog may be more suitable for study than advection fog, since advection fog will have greater 

variance with air currents. 

 

 

 

 

 



Acronyms used 

ASOS – Automated Surface Observing System 

CSU – Colorado State University 

DOW – Doppler On Wheels 

IONS – Institute of Noetic Science 

MASC – Multi Angle Snowflake Camera 

METAR – Meteorological Terminal Aviation Routine Weather Report 

MWI – Mental Weather Influence 

NAM – North American Model 

NCDC – National Climatic Data Center 

NOAA – National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 

NWS – National Weather Service 

PEAR – Princeton Engineering Anomalies Research 
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